Student Council Meeting Template: 10/30/16

Members Present: Jordanlee, Jarren, Tristan, Ian, Michael, Leslie, Julia, Sydney, Nicole, Kiamani, Saumya, Walt.

Members Absent:

1. President Updates
   - Board meeting come to a close
   - Student affairs
     - Club/varisty divide
     - Athletic non-athletic divide on campus
   - Haverford as a campus
   - Need blind need aware
   - DC basement
   - There was a problem that arose when trying to install the 24/7 vending machines
   - Increasing security cameras to check on place
   - Banner policy
   - Free speech/Propaganda
   - Senior staff working on this project
     - Size of banner
     - Responsibility entailed with people putting the banner
   - Big banners that has some sort of political affiliation behind it must have some sort of big event in order to involve the community
   - Locations where it can be posted?
   - We’re more focused on ideological rather than specifics
   - We looked at the Swarthmore banner policy
   - We do not have any guidelines on the banners, therefore talk about whether we need guidelines, if so, which ones?
   - Location restrictions
   - Conversation around the banner
     - Intent and results of having the banner
     - The banner does not need to entail the event
   - Limitation on how long it can stay up?
   - Should it have to be approved? If so, by who?
   - Talking about student council potentially voting on approving
   - It should follow the Honor Code
   - Talk with M. Elias further for a more formatted guideline

2. VP Updates
   - Many interviews today
   - Notify Julia for appointments
   - Did appoint 6 people to
     - FUCS co-head
     - Paf committee head
     - Cp co-heads
Talked about the possibility of FUCS choosing their representatives and then allowing SC to approve those representatives
- There was discussion on the foundations of FUCS and their involvement on campus
- There is a certain amount of power and money given to the FUCS co-heads therefore the SC should be involved in choosing the heads

3. Treasurers Updates
- Interviews all came back and most clubs was okay with their allocations
- FAB is not okay with the allocations
- There are FAB events that are not recorded under the treasurer’s name
- There is a miscommunication between treasurers, M.Elias, FAB
- There might be money taken away from the Rufus Jones in order to fill in the money that was lost in this miscommunication.

4. Co-Sec Updates
- Minutes will be posted up ASAP.
- Posters
- Once a month digest of the positions given to the co-secretaries

5. Officer Updates
a. Academics
- Absent
- Polished up ideas with Denisee about the language policy for international students
- Only international students or also students who do not have English as their native language are allowed to participate on the new policy (about taking English to fulfill their language requirements)

b. Arts
- Absent
- Probably need to find a replacement

c. Athletics
- Absent
- Varsity/ club athlete workshop on microaggression
- Have different workshops for varsity and clubs
- Work with JSAPP to train folks how to tend a party
- Saumya works with this project
- Diversify themes and media exchange
- Working on sexual assault workshops for next semester
- 

d. Campus Life
- DC ready to have more hours
- Want space to be student used and student run
- Lounge and basement ready for next semester
- Res life and social spaces
  - Gummuree and lunt spaces
Find funds to fix the problems that are happening in these open spaces
We are looking for alternative spaces to place lunt at the moment
Gummuree basement needs some cleaning
Lunt is a more important problem
- Working with IITS to make sure printer on campus works
- Project: Having a printing center at the DC
- Printing kiosk at stokes (outside the blue bus)
- Project: Quality of life on Haverford campus (working with Res life)
- Survey will come out soon
- Multiculturalism
  - After love your body day
  - Working on art project with the posters from love your body day
  - Design an MLK day retreat
  - Working on microaggression
- Class Year Reps
  a. 2017
    - Have open office hours
    - Seniors feel stressed by thesis and job search
    - More senior events to destress
    - Trying to get a better alumni network
    - Discussion on how clubs get a historical club status
  b. 2018
    - Took up co-vp role
    - Innovation platform
  c. 2019
    - Another love your body seminar in late November
  d. 2020
    - Micro aggressions workshop held this Friday
  e. International Students
    - Absent
    - 10 international students participated in the quorum
    - Next meeting help nov 19
    - Considerable concern with interaction between ISO and their Dean
- Non-Officer Updates and Comments
- Moment of Silence